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(54) Traffic monitoring system in a packet switched network with wireless connected data
aggregation node

(57) The invention relates to port mirroring with fil-
tering of information on a digital network. By replacing
standard interface modules on router or switch ports
with modules containing filtering hardware (340) and a
wireless (350) link to an aggregation module (440), traf-

fic of interest may be monitored. The combination of fil-
tering on each monitored port, and communicating wire-
lessly with the aggregation node reduces the volume of
information which must be handled, and separates it
from normal network traffic.
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Description

[0001] The present invention pertains to the art of
monitoring traffic on a digital network.
[0002] Routers and switches are key components in
packet-switched networks ranging from small local-ar-
ea-networks, to intranets within an organization, to the
Internet. As their names imply, they route and switch
packets of information from sources to their destina-
tions.
[0003] Some high-end routers and switches offer the
ability to mirror the traffic on any port of the device to a
dedicated mirroring port. Here, mirroring refers to the
process of making a one-to-one copy of the packets on
a port and sending the resulting packets to the dedicated
mirroring port. This allows the administrator to monitor
the traffic on selected ports, and use the information,
such as control information, for monitoring, administra-
tive, or diagnostic purposes.
[0004] A number of problems are presented by cur-
rent implementations of port mirroring.
[0005] First, this functionality is only available on ex-
pensive high-end routers and switches. Next, program-
mable packet filtering is not always supported in the mir-
roring process. Consequently, all packets are mirrored.
An additional problem occurs because the dedicated
mirror port generally has the same effective bandwidth
as the ports being mirrored. As a result, attempts to
monitor more than one port simultaneously can saturate
the mirror port, causing packets to be dropped. In many
applications, dropped packets cannot be tolerated. A
further complication is that the process of mirroring re-
quires processing resources from the router. If the router
is busy doing its primary job of routing, the mirroring
process is disrupted and put on hold. It is during these
busy periods that the mirroring process is most useful,
but given today's systems, the mirroring process is not
available during these busy periods.
[0006] The present invention seeks to provide im-
proved traffic monitoring.
[0007] According to an aspect of the present invention
there is provided a system for suggesting information
for an information carrier as specified in claim 1.
[0008] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided a filtering node as specified in
claim 6.
[0009] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided an aggregation node as spec-
ified in claim 9.
[0010] Mirroring with packet filtering is provided on a
per-port basis by client modules. Client modules com-
municate by a wireless link with an aggregation service
or module. Each client module contains an input port,
an output port, and a monitoring system connected to a
wireless link. The aggregation module contains a wire-
less link, an aggregation core, and an output port.
[0011] Embodiments of the present invention are de-
scribed below, by way of example only, with reference

to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows an interface module (PRIOR ART),
Fig. 2 shows an embodiment of a client module,
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a
monitor core,
Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of an aggregation
module, and
Fig. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of an
aggregation core.

[0012] Concurrent monitoring of packet traffic on mul-
tiple interfaces on a switch or router in a digital network
is difficult to perform. It is usually impractical for cost rea-
sons to install packet analyzers on each interface in
question. While the general idea of port mirroring can
be used to monitor multiple ports at the same time, its
implementation in today's high-end routers and switch-
es leaves much to be desired. The dedicated mirroring
port can be easily saturated and the mirroring process
can be disrupted during peak traffic periods.
[0013] Yet in most instances, the administrator per-
forming the monitoring is only interested in particular as-
pects of the traffic, such as control traffic, messages of
a certain type or protocol, messages containing certain
addresses, or the like.
[0014] As transmission speeds of digital packet net-
works increase, the trend is to move from electrical sig-
naling to optical communications for longer distances.
A typical known scheme is Gigabit Ethernet, which de-
fines an electrical signaling scheme as well as an optical
scheme using a pair of optical fibers, one for traffic in
each direction. While optical signal transmission has
many benefits, the information they carry must be con-
verted back to the electrical domain when such signals
arrive at switches and routers. One approach to this
used by many manufacturers is to use an interface con-
verter module. One form of such a module is known as
a GBIC, or GigaBit Interface Converter. Modules in the
GBIC and SFP form factor are manufactured by com-
panies such as Agilent Technologies, Finisar, JDS Uni-
phase, Infineon, Methode, and E20. Modules in the
XENPAK form factor are manufactured by Agilent Tech-
nologies, JDS Uniphase, Opnext, and Mitsubishi. The
X2 form factor is supported by Agilent Technoloties and
JDS Uniphase. The XPAK form factor is supported by
Intel and Infineon. XFP is supported by Agilent Technol-
ogies, Finisar, Intel, JDS Uniphase, E20, Ignis, and Op-
next.
[0015] Fig. 1 shows a typical interface converter mod-
ule 100 as known to the art. A first interface 110 accepts
receive signal 112 and produces transmit signal 114 for
a network. For an optical interface such as for short haul
or long haul optical fiber, interface 110 typically includes
a high-speed photodiode detector and associated shap-
ing circuitry for converting optical receive signal 112 to
electrical form, and a laser diode with control circuitry
for generating optical output 114 for the electrical form.
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Gigabit Ethernet may also use copper wires. In such a
case, interface 110 takes care of signal level conversion
for transmit and receive data. Data and control signals
116 flow between interface 110 and host electrical in-
terface 120, which has input signal 122, output signal
124, and control signals not shown. Host interface 120
connects module 100 to the switch, router, or other de-
vice. Also present in interface converter 100 is EEP-
ROM 130, which is used to store information such as
serial numbers, device characteristics, operating infor-
mation, as well as manufacturer proprietary identifica-
tion information.
[0016] It is common for switches and routers to rely
on conversion modules to convert signals from their ex-
ternal form, electrical or optical, to the proper electrical
levels needed for their internal use. As such, a switch
or router may have a plurality of interface converter
modules present, one for each port.
[0017] The preferred embodiments provide for traffic
mirroring with packet filtering by providing an enhanced
interface converter module which contains monitoring
circuitry and a wireless data link which may communi-
cate with a similar wireless data link in an aggregation
module, or with any monitoring equipment configured
with a similar wireless link and authorized to receive the
information. This allows traffic to be monitored on any
port or a plurality of ports using the enhanced interface
converter module.
[0018] Fig. 2 shows a preferred interface converter
module with monitoring capabilities. Module 200 has in-
put interface 210 for input signal 212 and output signal
214. For Gigabit Ethernet, interface 210 may be electri-
cal or optical. Data 216 is passed to monitor subsystem
240 for processing. Clock 250 provides reference timing
for monitor subsystem 240. Data 218 is passed to host
interface 220 with input data 222, output data 224, and
control lines not shown. EEPROM 230 connects to out-
put interface 220, as well as to monitor subsystem 240,
providing configuration data. For clarity, features not
central to the invention such as power regulation are not
shown.
[0019] In one embodiment of the invention, monitor
subsystem 240 has a first serializer-deserializer 242
which passes data 216 to monitor core 244, providing
functionality such as 8B/10B or 4B/5B data encoding/
decoding and clock recovery. Monitor core performs the
required monitoring functions, passing data to serializ-
er-deserializer 246 which generates signals 218 for out-
put module 220. Note that the monitor subsystem 240
does not modify the contents of the data passing be-
tween interfaces 210 and 220 nor does it impede the
flow of data between the two interfaces. For the packets
passing between interfaces 210 and 220 that match a
set of criteria, the monitor core 244 selects them for
transmission over the wireless interface 260 and anten-
na 264. In the preferred embodiment, wireless interface
260 is a WiFi chipset implementing one of the known
802.11 protocols such as 802.11b. Antenna 264 may be

part of module 200, or provision may be made for pro-
viding an antenna external to module 200. Configuration
of monitor subsystem 240 may be provided 232 through
EEPROM 230, or through data transferred 262 over the
WiFi link provided by wireless link 260 and antenna 264.
[0020] In the preferred embodiment, monitor subsys-
tem 240 is implemented on a single chip. It may also be
implemented as multiple chips. While the design shown
in Fig. 2 takes data 216 from interface 210 and passes
it through serializer-deserializer 242 and through moni-
tor core 244 to serializer-deserializer 246, which re-
clocks and regenerates signals 218 for output interface
220, another approach would be to passively tap a direct
electrical connection between interfaces 210 and 220,
performing the monitoring function without reclocking
and regeneratmg the data between interfaces 210 and
220.
[0021] Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of a portion of
monitor core 244. Fig. 3 shows the receive path, that is,
the monitoring path for signals passing from input 212
of interface 210 through to output 224 of host interface
220. Similar circuitry is provided for the transmit path
which monitors signals from input 222 of interface 220
passing to output 214 of interface 210. Deserialized and
decoded input data 302 is stripped 310 of OSI layer 2
headers; one example of such header is the Ethernet
header. The output from 310 are known OSI layer 3
packets. The resulting packet data is sent to packet
memory 320 and through the layer 3 and layer 4 header
extraction process 330 to filter 340; one such set of
header is the IP header(layer 3) and TCP header(layer
4). Layer 3 and layer 4 header extraction 330 takes as
input the OSI layer 3 packets and outputs the layer 3
and layer 4 headers to the filter engine 340. Filter engine
340 is configured 232 by data from EEPROM 230 of Fig.
2, or from data passed by WiFi management gateway
350. When filter 340 recognizes information of interest,
it signals 342 gateway 350 which sends the appropriate
data from packet memory 320 through security block
360 which then sends 262 the data to WiFi wireless link
260 of Fig. 2.
[0022] The security block 360 optionally performs en-
cryption and authentication services. The information
collected by the monitor core 244 can be used, for ex-
ample, to construct a complete map of the network being
monitored. Such information can easily be used for ma-
licious purposes such as to construct complicated at-
tacks against the network. To guard against the infor-
mation falling into the wrong hands, encryption and au-
thentication services are provided. Data leaving the
module 200 via the wireless link will be encrypted. Data
entering the module 200 via the wireless link will be au-
thenticated. Generally, the data entering the module via
the wireless link is configuration data. To guard against
unauthorized changes to the configuration of the mod-
ule, an authentication process will be performed on all
incoming packets. Only packets from a legitimate
source will be accepted. A number of public protocols
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are available to provide both the encryption and authen-
tication function; one such protocol is the IP Security
Protocol (IPSec).
[0023] Used in this fashion, monitoring modules are
placed on ports of interest, replacing standard interface
converter modules with monitoring interface converter
modules as described. Since the monitoring modules
communicate with the aggregation service or module
using a wireless link, by definition extra wiring does not
have to be provided. In an alternate embodiment, mon-
itor modules having the same interface on both ports,
such as optical or electrical, may be placed in-line, not
replacing the interface converter modules of the select-
ed device. The monitor modules of such an embodiment
may require an external power source, particularly if
they are placed in-line in an optical path.
[0024] Aggregation of monitored data from one or
more monitoring modules is performed by an aggrega-
tion module as shown in Fig. 4. Module 400 provides
aggregated data through host interface 420, using input
422, output 424, and control lines not shown. EEPROM
430 stores identification information and may be used
to store parameters. Data from one or more monitoring
modules is received through antenna 464 and wireless
link 460. This data is passed 462 to aggregation module
440. Aggregation core 442 gathers and formats the in-
formation, using configuration information 432 from
EEPROM 430 or directly from interface 420. The result-
ing information is passed 448 to serializer-deserializer
446 and sent to host interface 420. Clock 450 provides
a reference for aggregation core 442 and serializer-de-
serializer 446. While the preferred embodiment packag-
es aggregation module 400 is the same interface con-
verter module package used for the monitoring mod-
ules, the aggregation module need not take that form
factor. Similarly, while antenna 464 is part of module 400
in the preferred embodiment, it may also be placed ex-
ternal to the module.
[0025] Note that the aggregation module 400 is a valid
layer 2 or layer 3 endpoint. Likewise it has a valid layer
2 address, such as an Ethernet MAC address and a lay-
er 3 address, such as an IP address. As such, it is fully
accessible from the network it is attached to. This con-
nection allows the aggregation module 400 to be re-
motely configured via the interface 420. To prevent un-
authorized configuration of the module, all data coming
in via interface 420 will be authenticated.
[0026] Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of aggregation
core 442. Data 462 to and from the wireless link passes
through security module 560. Data reduction 540 pro-
vides for further filtering and processing of data. It is im-
portant to note that the aggregator module is fully capa-
ble of reducing the amount of data that needs to be sent
via interface 420. For example, the aggregator module
keeps counters based on data received from the client
module. The counter values need only be periodically
transmitted over interface 420. A practical example of
such a capability is to count the number of prefixes re-

ceived from a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) peer dur-
ing a given time period. The data analysis equipment
does not need to receive all protocol messages. Further
data reduction can occur when the counters are pro-
grammed to transmit data over interface 420 only when
pre-programmed thresholds have been reached. The
processed data is passed to a layer 2 media access con-
troller (MAC) 530, such as Ethernet layer 2 MAC 530
communicates through security block 520 and then 448
with serializer-deserializer 446 of Fig. 4 to provide
standard layer 2 communications capability for the ag-
gregation module. Security block 520 provides optional
authentication and encryption services for the data com-
municated to the information consumer.
[0027] The aggregation process may also be under-
taken by any node with a compatible wireless link which
is authenticated to receive data. The aggregation proc-
ess may be provided, for example by a laptop or other
programmable computer equipped with a suitable wire-
less interface and operating software as the information
consumer.
[0028] The foregoing detailed description of the
present invention is provided for the purpose of illustra-
tion and is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the
invention to the precise embodiments disclosed. Ac-
cordingly the scope of the present invention is defined
by the appended claims.
[0029] The disclosures in United States patent appli-
cation No. 10/407,719, from which this application
claims priority, and in the abstract accompanying this
application are incorporated herein by reference.

Claims

1. A system for aggregating information for an infor-
mation consumer in an packet-switched digital net-
work including:

one or more filtering nodes (340) attached to a
network device on the digital network, each fil-
tering node (340) having a first port connected
to a network line, a second port connected to
the network device, and a third port for commu-
nicating filtered information flowing between
the first port and the second port to an aggre-
gation node (400),
an aggregation node (400) having a first port
for communicating with one or more filtering
nodes, the aggregation node aggregating the
filtered information and passing the aggregated
information to an information consumer on a
second port.

2. A system as in claim 1, wherein one or more of the
following apply:

the third port of the filtering node and the first
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port of the aggregation node communicate
wirelessly (350, 460);
the first port of the filtering node is an optical
port;
the first port of the filtering node is an electrical
port; the second port of the filtering node is an
optical port; and
the second port of the filtering node is an elec-
trical port.

3. A system as in claim 1 or 2, wherein the filtering
node is embedded in a module with a form factor
interoperable with one or more of the GBIC, SFP,
XENPAK, X2, XPAK, or XFP form factors.

4. A system as in claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein there is pro-
vided one or more of:

the option (360) of encryption in the communi-
cations between the filtering node and the ag-
gregation node;
the option of authentication in the communica-
tions between the filtering node and the aggre-
gation node;
the option of encryption in the communications
between the aggregation node and the informa-
tion consumer; and
the option of authentication in the communica-
tions between the aggregation node and the in-
formation consumer.

5. A system as in any preceding claim, wherein the
aggregation node is a stand-alone device, or is em-
bedded in a module with a form factor interoperable
with one or more of the GBIC, SFP, XENPAK, X2,
XPAK, or XFP form factors.

6. A filtering node for use on a port of a packet-
switched digital networking device, the filtering
node including:

a first port (302) for communicating with a pack-
et-switched digital network,
a second port for communicating with a digital
networking device,
communications means (350) for passing infor-
mation between the first port and the second
port,
filtering means (340) connected to the commu-
nications means for filtering information pass-
ing between the first port and the second port
and passing the filtered information to a third
port.

7. A filtering node as in claim 6, wherein the first port
(302) is an electrical port, or an optical port and/or
the third port is a wireless communications link op-
tionally providing authentication and/or encryption.

8. A filtering note as in claim 6, wherein the filtering
node is embedded in a module with a form factor
interoperable with one or more of the GBIC, SFP,
XENPAK, X2, XPAK, or XFP form factors.

9. An aggregation node for use with one or more filter-
ing nodes on a packet-switched digital network, the
aggregation node including:

first communications means (422) for commu-
nicating with one or more filtering nodes,
aggregation means (440) connected to the first
communications port, and
second communications means (460) for pro-
viding aggregated information from the aggre-
gation means to an information consumer.

10. An aggregation node as in claim 9, wherein one or
more of the following apply:

the first communications means comprises a
wireless link;
the first communications means includes op-
tional authentication;
the first communications means includes op-
tional encryption;
the second communications means includes
optional authentication;
the second communications means includes
optional encryption; and
the aggregation node is embedded in a module
(442) with a form factor interoperable with one
or more of the GBIC, SFP, XENPAK, X2, XPAK,
or XFP form factors.
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